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Skytide Analytical Platform for DB2 9

Large Volume Business Analytics for XML Data

Overview

The Skytide Analytic Server provides reporting and analysis capabilities for 
structured relational data and semi-structured data, such as XML, at the same 
time. This provides a complete view of your business behavior and enables better 
decisions and improved processes. IBM has introduced the pureXML feature in 
DB2 9 that allows XML data to be stored and indexed in a hierarchical format in 
the database. This makes XML a fi rst-class data type in DB2, and a column of type 
XML can store any well-formed XML document. Once the data is stored in the 
database as XML, it can be queried very effi ciently, as the XML is not parsed at 
runtime for query evaluation. 

Although Skytide works equally well with relational data, the focus of this paper is 
on analytic models for large scale XML data, as represented by the XML database 
transaction processing benchmark (“TPoX”). TPoX is a fi nancial application 
scenario used to evaluate the performance of XML database systems, focusing on 
XQuery, and SQL/XML, XML storage & indexing, XML updates, and other XML 
features. Its data is based on the widely accepted FIXML standard for fi nancial 
information exchange. (For more information on TPoX, refer to the resources 
section at the end of this document.) 

Based on the TPoX scenario, we performed a series of measurements of building 
multidimensional data cubes and running complex analytical queries. These 
measurements show the performance benefi ts of DB2 pureXML as the data 
source for the Skytide Business Analytics Server, as compared to XML in CLOB 
columns or the fi le system. The combination of Skytide with pureXML storage 
in DB2 is up to 35 times faster than processing CLOBs when building analytic 
models, and up to 85 times faster than processing XML fi les from a fi le system. 
This enables analysis of large volumes of XML data at high performance for 
gaining valuable business insight.

Background

The last several years have seen an explosive growth of XML data. Practically 
every industry has adopted XML as the de facto data model to exchange 
information. XML industry standards such as FIXML, FPML, ACORD, XBRL, 
etc. have emerged and have resulted in large volumes of transactional data in 
XML format. This data contains rich information about the characteristics and 
performance of the underlying business. Companies realize that it is vital for their 
success to analyze this data with sophisticated analytical tools.

For over 15 years, Business Analytics software has provided great benefi t to many 
organizations world-wide. However, this software was designed to work well with 
highly structured, normalized data. Given the fl exibility of the XML data model 
to include varying levels of descriptive information within each document, there 
is a lot of data available for analysis which is diffi cult or impossible to force into a 
normalized record/fi eld format. Skytide is specifi cally designed to build analytic 
models on such variable data structures.

Abstract

This article describes the 
benefi ts and scalability of the 
Skytide Analytical Platform™  
when used in conjunction 
with IBM DB2 9. Most 
analytics servers require data 
to be in a structured relational 
format before being able to 
analyze it. Skytide is a next 
generation business analytics 
server that is optimized for 
structured, unstructured, and 
extensible data. In particular, 
XML data can be analyzed 
without mapping it to a 
relational format. This makes 
Skytide a great fi t for DB2 
pureXML which stores XML 
in its inherent hierarchical 
format. This article describes 
how and why DB2 pureXML 
provides signifi cant 
performance benefi ts as a 
data source for Skytide.



 
At the core of the Skytide platform is a multi-dimensional 
analysis engine. Multi-dimensional data, also known as a data 
cube, is the best conceptual data model for business users to 
understand, analyze, and report on large volumes of complex 
data. Data complexity is typically twofold. First, the format 
of the source data may be more complex than a standard 
record/fi eld format. Secondly, most business analytics requires 
aggregation of data through multiple levels of dimensions 
and additional calculations for meaningful analysis. Deploying 
a Skytide data model over source data empowers end users 
to easily create their own data models and analytic queries. 
Skytide is a multi-user application and supports cube building 
and incremental updating while users are querying the 
system.

Skytide is an open platform that works with various reporting 
tools such as Microsoft Excel, Crystal Reports, Jasper Reports, 
IBM DB2 Alphablox and other reporting tools that support 
JDBC.

XML Storage Alternatives: DB2 pureXML, CLOB, 
File Systems

XML applications have various options for storing XML. 
Simple fi le system storage is one option. However, the need 
for effi cient search, access control, scalability, data integrity, 
etc. drives many users towards databases. Before DB2 9 
pureXML, CLOB (character large object) columns were a 
common choice for XML storage. A fundamental difference 
between CLOB storage and pureXML processing lies in 
XML parsing and its signifi cant impact on insert and query 
performance.

If XML documents are inserted into CLOB columns, they are 
inserted as unparsed text. Without XML parsing, the structure 
of the XML documents is entirely ignored. This prevents the 
database from performing intelligent and effi cient search 
& extract operations on the stored text objects. The only 
remedy is to invoke an XML parser at query execution 
time to “look into” the XML documents. The XML parsing 
causes signifi cant CPU consumption, and often leads to low 
performance. Only a blind full document retrieval, which 
ignores the internal XML structure, can quickly read XML 
documents from CLOB columns.

The pureXML technology in DB2 9 parses XML documents 
at insert time and never at query time. The XML documents 
are stored and queried in a parsed format, i.e. a tree structure 
of nodes, which is different from the textual representation 
of XML. Search and extract operations can therefore be 
performed without XML parsing, which is a signifi cant 
performance benefi t

XQuery vs. Skytide

Business analytics offer a way to turn large amounts of data 
into meaningful information for end user analysis. However, it 
was not designed to be optimal for every query requirement. 
In some cases, data is better queried directly from the data 
source. A typical example is detailed address information 
for individual customers. While it is possible to bring such 
information into Skytide, this type of data is not typically 
required for business analytics. For example, knowing the city 
or state of a customer is benefi cial for data analysis where 
data is analyzed by geographic aggregates. However, the 
need to know a street address of a particular a customer is 
typically not a business analytics problem.

The XQuery language is often not the best choice to express 
and execute complex analytical queries. One reason is that 
XQuery does not have an explicit GROUP BY construct for 
easy aggregation of data. Similarly, OLAP functions which 
have long been integrated in the SQL standard are still 
absent from XQuery. This makes it diffi cult for users to write 

Figure 1: Skytide is a next generation XML-based analytical platform 
that performs analyis directly on XML data, without requiring time-
consuming transformation of XML data into a data warehouse.
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 analytical queries in XQuery, and diffi cult for database systems 
to optimize and execute them effi ciently. Another option 
is to use SQL/XML to combine XQuery and SQL such that 
XQuery reads atomic data values from the XML data, and 
advanced SQL functions are used to aggregate or summarize 
these values. However, such queries are very complex and 
typically do not deliver the same performance as querying an 
in-memory data cube.

The Skytide multi-dimensional data cube is the optimal data 
model for Business Analytics. Queries are designed to be easy 
for a non-technical user to create in various tabular and cross 
tabular formats, as shown below. 

Test Scenario

The TPoX benchmark models a fi nancial transaction 
processing application that uses XML data. In this scenario, 
customers have accounts and place orders to buy or sell 
shares of securities such as stocks, bonds, or mutual funds. 
This information is represented by three collections of XML 
documents:

•   Customers – one XML document per customer that 
contains profi le information such as name, gender, 
address, preferred customer status, etc. but also account 
information with holdings and balances.

•   Orders – one XML document for each fi nancial transaction, 
in this case the buy or sell of a security. An order contains 
information such as the account number, transaction date, 
security symbol purchased or sold, order amount, and 
more.

•   Securities – an XML document for each individual market 
Security (stock, bond, or mutual fund) that contains 
information such as security symbol, security type, sector, 
pricing, etc.

Naturally, this data lends itself for interesting analytical 
evaluation, e.g. to understand customers’ trading 
behavior based on various demographics. For comparative 
performance tests, we stored all of this XML data in three 
different ways: in DB2 pureXML, in DB2 CLOB columns, and 
in the fi le system - all on the same hardware. Then we used 
Skytide to build data cubes based on each of the three data 
sources.

We conducted these tests for two different scale factors:

•   10GB of raw XML data, representing 600 thousand 
customers and 3 million orders across 20 thousand 
Securities.

•   100GB of raw XML data, representing 6 million 
customers and 30 million orders across 20 thousand 
Securities.

For both scale factors we tested two types of cubes: (1) using 
all data of the respective scale factor, and (2) considering 
information related to US customers only. The second type 
of cube allows DB2 to use its pureXML features to effi ciently 
perform the required fi ltering. In summary, we end up with 
the following test matrix.

10 GB 100 GB

All Data US Only All Data US Only

pure XML

CLOB

File System

The results are described in the remainder of this paper. 
One additional test was to build 5 country-specifi c cubes in 
parallel.

Skytide Cube Design

Cubes are formed by defi ning dimensions, which are used 
in analytic models to organize related data (measures) into 
categories that are easy for the user to understand for query 
and reporting needs. Dimensions typically contain multiple 
levels of aggregation. For example, a Period dimension 
contains daily, monthly, and yearly levels. The actual values 
of a dimension are referred to as members. For example, a 
Customer dimension contains 100 members (Customers).  
Skytide cubes offer a large range of reporting and analysis 
possibilities. For example, Order data by country by month 
by security type that compares premium to non-premium 
customers can easily be queried and analyzed for trends and 
outlying activity. In fact, numerous permutations of analytic 
queries that compare dimensions by other dimensions are 
easily performed on cube data. 

For comparative performance measurements, all of the tested 
cubes had the following dimensions and measures:

Dimensions Levels

Customer Customer ID, Account #, Premium 
customer

Geography State, Country

Period Day, Month, Year

Security Symbol, Type, Industry

Orders Order ID

Measures # Orders, Order Amount, Account 
Balance, Last Trade Amount

Skytide provides a Designer UI, that lets the application 
designer point to various data sources, relate the data 
sources, and defi ne Cubes. As illustrated in Figure 1 all the 
cubes were defi ned in the Skytide Designer UI:
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Once a cube is defi ned it is easy to form various queries by 
dragging dimensions from the cube into any row or column 
location in the right side pane of the Skytide Designer 
window.

Cube Design Considerations

The level of detailed data that is included in a cube is usually 
dependant on factors such as reporting requirements, source 
data latency, cube latency, the amount of historic data, etc. 
Our main test cubes contain world-wide daily transaction 
data from a two year period. Including this much detail data 
in a single cube is possible, but alternative cube designs are 
possible depending on the reporting requirements in a given 
case. For example, data could be partitioned into smaller 
specialized cubes to better suit the users’ analytical needs. 
Also, there are reporting scenarios where detailed individual 
customer level data is not required but only aggregated 
data is of interest. Skytide does not require all detailed data 
to be included in a cube in order to calculate dimensional 
aggregates. Hence, data by individual Customer ID could be 
omitted from our cubes which would greatly improve the 
performance of cube building and certain queries. 

The amount of the detail data included in our cubes is very 
large for a single analytical model. But, the test results show 
that Skytide is able to scale to these large data volumes and 
process data into various cubes within time frames that are 
well within acceptable windows for a typical business process. 

A practical way to partition a data set is by time or by 
geography. For example, detailed transaction level data can 
be modeled in a given cube, but only for specifi c geographies. 
A practical use case is the partitioning of data into country 
specifi c cubes. We’ll describe our tests with country-specifi c 
cubes to illustrate theses performance trade-offs in cube 
design

Performance Results

Cube Building

In order to make the XML data available for reporting and 
analysis, Skytide directly loads the relevant data values during 
the cube build process. This process loads and links only the 
XML elements and attributes that are required by the Skytide 
cube defi nition. The time to build a cube over XML data in 
Skytide needs to be weighed against the cost of the most 
common alternative, i.e. the combined cost of the following 
steps: (1) Developing a complex mapping from XML to a 
relational schema, possibly incurring data loss, (2) shredding 
large amounts of XML data into the relational tables, and (3) 
defi ning and building a data cube over the relational data with 
a traditional BI product. 

Skytide with DB2 9 eliminates the need for the fi rst two steps, 
a signifi cant saving of labor and processing time.  Another 
major advantage of this combination is how effi ciently this 
cube is built when it is built over selective data. Skytide is 
able to leverage DB2’s XQuery and SQL/XML support to 
pre fi lter and source only qualifi ed documents which results 
in signifi cantly lower cube build times as you will see in the 
following sections.

•   Cube from 10GB XML data, US only. This cube contains 
data for 12,885 orders across 2,577 US customers and 
20,833 securities. The processing time directly from DB2 
pureXML was about 2 minutes and signifi cantly faster than 
using CLOBs (39 minutes) or the File System (2hrs50min). 

The 10GB XML source contains customer and order 
data for all countries but only the data for US customers 
is required for this cube. For XML data stored in DB2 
pureXML, Skytide can pass an XML predicate to DB2 so 
that DB2 uses its XML index and query capabilities to 

Figure 1: Skytide Designer User Interface
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pass only US data to Skytide for cube building. This is a 
signifi cant performance benefi t. For XML data in CLOBs or 
the fi le system, Skytide needs to ingest all documents to 
fi nd the US data which is then used for the cube. (Figure 2)

•   Cube from 10GB XML data, all countries. This large 
cube contains data for 3 million Orders across 600,000 
Customers and 20,833 Securities. The processing time 
directly from DB2 pureXML was 1hr26min as compared to 
1hr45min from CLOBs and 2hr30min from the File System. 
(Figure 3) 

•   Cube from 100GB XML data, US only. This cube contains 
data for 129,191 Orders across 25,838 US Customers 
and 20,833 Securities. In addition to the US cube, four 
additional country cubes were defi ned and loaded in 
parallel. The query burden on DB2 was insignifi cant and 
the overall time to build fi ve cubes simultaneously in 
Skytide was approximately the same as the processing time 
for a single cube. The processing time directly from DB2 
pureXML was signifi cantly faster than using CLOBs, i.e. 15 
minutes vs. 9hrs20min. (Figure 4)

•   Cube from 100GB XML data, all countries. This very 
large data set contains 30 million Orders across 6 million 
Customers, and 20,833 Securities. It took approximately 17 
hours to build a cube directly from DB2 pureXML. Given 
the nature of the data, the business scenario for this cube 
would be that of a one-time large up-front historic data 
processing (2 years of daily orders) to create the cube. 
Then incremental batches of new transaction data get 
added to the cube, e.g. on a daily or hourly basis. Loading 
the data from CLOBs or XML fi les from the fi le system was 
not practical given the large amount of upfront processing 
time required.

Analytical Queries

One signifi cant benefi t of the data cube is the ability to easily 
perform ad-hoc queries and analysis in a point-and-click 
fashion with no query language. The dimensional model of 
the cube lets the user construct a virtually unlimited number 
of tabular and cross-tabular (pivot) query results.

Seven queries were benchmarked across all four cubes. 
These are representative queries that would commonly be 
created for data analysis by end users. In most cases, query 
performance is a matter of seconds (see Appendix). However, 
depending on the size of the cube, number of dimensions 
in the cube, and number of dimensional aggregates that are 
required for a given query request, some queries take longer.

Figure 2: Cube building performance, US data from 10GB of XML

Cube Build Time — Minutes

DB2 XML           DB2 CLOB      File System  
                                             XML Files

Cube Build Time — Minutes

Figure 3: Cube building performance, 10GB of XML

DB2 XML           DB2 CLOB      File System  
                                             XML Files

Cube Build Time — Minutes

Figure 4: Cube building performance, US data from 100GB of XML

DB2 XML           DB2 CLOB      File System  
                                             XML Files
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Cube Query 1 — C1 Max Stock Sector Order

This query produces aggregate order amount data for a given state (West Virginia), and stock security sector (Energy) in a 
tabular result set, as shown in the Skytide Designer fi gure below: 

This query was easy to build in Skytide by dragging cube dimensions onto an empty palette. In this case, order amounts are 
aggregated across all time periods. The query response time was approximately 1 second or less on all cubes. This particular 
query was designed to mimic the following candidate query from the TPoX benchmark shown below:

Skytide provides multiple advantages over this XQuery. Many users will fi nd it easier to create such a query in Skytide’s GUI 
rather than in XQuery notation. Secondly, the basic data fi ltering as well as the column sorting can easily be changed by mouse 
clicks on various column headings. This provides instant query results for different state and stock sectors, or different ordering, 
at no or negligible additional cost. 

The XQuery in DB2 however would need to be re-rerun if results for a different state or stock sector are desired. This would be 
particularly expensive for the more complex queries that follow.
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Cube Query 2 — Q7 Ascending Order Amounts

This query returns order details for a given customer in a tabular result set shown below:

The query response time was 1 second or less across all benchmarked cubes. This particular query was designed to 
mimic the following TPoX benchmark query included below.

Cube Query 3 — Top Stock Securities 2004

This query shows aggregate order amounts grouped by security 
symbol and for a given year, in descending order, shown here.

Query response times across the cubes were within 2 seconds for all 
but the 100GB XML Data Cube.  See the Table of Query times in the 
appendix for the exact query times.
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Cube Query 4 — Customer Account Activity

This query provides a cross-tabular view that contains order data by account, by order ID, and by date for a given 
customer ID, shown below.

This type of query, measuring multiple time period data going across the columns of a page, is a common 
business query used to view performance over time or for trending analysis. This type of query is typically too 
hard to express in a general database query language such as SQL or XQuery and usually does not perform 
as required without the cube as an optimized data model. Query response times across the cubes were within 
2 seconds for all but the largest data cube built over 100 GB XML Data. See the Table of Query times in the 
appendix for the exact query times.

Cube Query 5 — Orders by Country by Month

This query provides a cross-tabular view of data aggregated across multiple dimensions. It contains order counts 
by country and by month:
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This type of query, measuring multiple time period data going across the columns of a page over other aggregated 
dimension(s), is a common business query used to view performance over time or for trending analysis. Data in this result form 
also makes it easy to create various graphs, such as lines or bars that make it easy to see outlying (good or poor) performers. 
Query response times across the cubes were within 2 seconds for all but the two largest cubes.  See the Table of Query times in 
the appendix for the exact query times.

Cube Query 6 — Monthly Summary By State

This query produces a cross tabular view of order data aggregated across the dimensions state and month:

This type of query, viewing nested groups of key metric aggregates by time period going across the columns of a page, is a 
common business query used to view performance over time or for trending analysis. Query response times across the cubes 
were from 1-5 seconds for all but the two largest cubes. See the Table of Query times in the appendix for the exact query times.

Cube Query 7 — Premium Customer Summary

This query provides a cross-tab view of data aggregated across multiple dimensions. It contains order data by year, by security 
type, and premium customer status:

This type of query, showing many summarized dimensional values with multiple groupings of columns and rows, is a common 
business query used to analyze performance in a simple but compact view. Query response times across the cubes were within 
4 seconds for all but the largest cube built over 100 GB of XML data. See the Table of Query times in the appendix for the exact 
query times.
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Conclusion

Skytide and DB2 are designed for effi cient management of XML data. DB2 
pureXML stores and accesses XML data effi ciently. Skytide offers a full set 
of business analytics functionality directly on XML, eliminating the need to 
normalize and map XML data to a traditional relational format for the purpose 
of business analytics. Shredding and mapping is typically a very complex 
task that is also diffi cult to maintain over time. The combination of Skytide 
and DB2 pureXML removes this pain by directly operating over XML data. 
Moreover, Skytide’s capability to utilize DB2’s XML querying capabilities to 
selectively pull only relevant data, leads to signifi cantly lower cube build times 
and a highly optimized analytics solution.

The measurement results described in this article show clearly that there is a 
substantial performance benefi t for building multi-dimensional data cubes over 
XML data if DB2 9 pureXML and Skytide are used together.
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 Appendix

Hardware was supplied by the IBM Innovation Center in San Mateo, CA. Results were recorded using the following machine 
confi gurations:

Machine OS CPUs RAM
Intel SUSE Linux 2 x 2.5 Ghz 8 GB

Power Series SUSE Linux 4 x 1.9 Ghz 16 GB

Power Series AIX 16 x 1.9 Ghz 64 GB

Note that the Skytide Server currently takes advantage of 2 CPUs for certain processes. There is no performance benefi t to 
additional CPUs.

Table of Cube Build Times

Cube Data Source Cube Build 
Time

Cube Size JVM Size Machine - OS

10GB XML - US Only
- 12,885 Orders
- 2,577 US Customers
- 20,833 Securities

DB2 XML 2 min. 6.8 MB 32 Bit - 2.6 GB 
RAM

Power Series - SUSE

DB2 XML 2 min 6.8 MB 64 Bit - 32 GB RAM Power Series - AIX

DB2 XML 2.5 min 6.8 MB 32 Bit - 2.6 GB 
RAM

Intel - SUSE

DB2 CLOB 39 min. 135 MB 64 Bit - 14 GB RAM Power Series - SUSE

File System XML 
Files

2 hr. 50 min 135 MB 65 Bit - 14 GB RAM Power Series - SUSE

10GB XML
- 3,000,000 Orders
- 600,000 Customers
- 20,833 Securities 

DB2 XML 1 hr. 17 min. 975 MB 32 Bit - 2.6 GB 
RAM

Intel - SUSE

DB2 XML 1 hr. 26 min 975 MB 64 Bit - 14 GB RAM Power Series - SUSE

DB2 XML 1 hr. 33 min 975 MB 32 Bit - 2.6 GB 
RAM

Power Series - SUSE

DB2 CLOB 1 hr. 45 min 975 MB 64 Bit - 14 GB RAM Power Series - SUSE

File System XML 
Files

2 hr. 30 min 975 MB 64 Bit - 14 GB RAM Power Series - SUSE

100GB XML -US Only
- 129,191 Orders
- 25,838 US Customers
- 20,833 Securities

DB2 XML 15 min. 46 MB 64 Bit - 14 GB RAM Power Series - SUSE

DB2 XML 17 min. 46 MB 64 Bit - 32 GB RAM Power Series - AIX

5 Country Parallel 
DB2 XML

18 min. 46 MB 64 Bit - 14 GB RAM Power Series - SUSE

5 Country Parallel 
DB2 XML

20 min. 46 MB 64 Bit - 32 GB RAM Intel - SUSE

CLOB S 9 hr. 20 min., 2.2 GB 64 Bit - 14 GB RAM Power Series - SUSE

100GB XML
- 30,000,000 Orders
- 6,000,000 Customers
- 20,833 Securities

DB2 XML 17 hr. 1 min 9.6 GB 64 Bit - 32 GB RAM Power Series - AIX
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 Table of Query Times

Cube Cube Size Query Query Time
10GB XML - US Only
- 12,885 Orders
- 2,577 US Customers
- 20,833 Securities

6.8 MB Cube Query 1 1 sec.

Cube Query 2 1 sec.

Cube Query 3 1 sec.

Cube Query 4 1 sec.

Cube Query 5 1 sec. 

Cube Query 6 1 sec.

Cube Query 7 1 sec.

10GB XML
- 3,000,000 Orders
- 600,000 Customers
- 20,833 Securities 

975 MB Cube Query 1 1 sec.

Cube Query 2 1 sec.

Cube Query 3 2 sec.

Cube Query 4 2 sec.

Cube Query 5 34 sec.

Cube Query 6 83 sec.

Cube Query 7 4 sec.

100GB XML -US Only
- 129,191 Orders
- 25,838 US Customers
- 20,833 Securities

46 MB Cube Query 1 1 sec.

Cube Query 2 1 sec.

Cube Query 3 1 sec.

Cube Query 4 1 sec.

Cube Query 5 1 sec.

Cube Query 6 5 sec.

Cube Query 7 1 sec. 

100GB XML **
- 30,000,000 Orders
- 6,000,000 Customers
- 20,833 Securities

9.6 GB Cube Query 1 1 sec.

Cube Query 2 1 sec.

Cube Query 3 25 sec.

Cube Query 4 55 sec.

Cube Query 5 704 sec.

Cube Query 6 1629 sec.

Cube Query 7 145 sec.

** Note: While the largest cubes in our tests, show the scalability of the Skytide analytics server, a summary data level cube 
would be more realistic and appropriate to optimize summary level reporting and query performance. For the cube built on 
top of 100GB raw XML data containing 30 million orders across 6 million customers, each query generates tens of millions of 
aggregated values. Changing the cube design to use a cross tab summary with multiple levels of aggregate data, could reduce 
the query response times down to a matter of seconds.
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